
BOOKBINDING TOOLS FOR SALE


I am de-cluttering, and have a book press and a large selection of both new and vintage bookbinding finishing 
tools for sale. Most of these tools are over 100 years old, and have a lovely feel to them when working. 


I priced these individually using tool prices on the Hewit website, and on the TALAS website, as a guide. Each 
item is individually priced, but I prefer to sell everything at once. The total price for all this bookbinding 
equipment is  $5,090 CDN ($3,825 US), however I would prefer to sell the entire lot at once, and will therefore 
give a 15% discount: $4,580 CDN or $3,825 US for the lot.


I cannot ship these, but will deliver in the Vancouver area for $50. Will also deliver in the Okanagan or to lower 
Vancouver Island but you would have to pay my costs (gas, ferry fares, plus $50).


Book Press







Beautiful vintage press has traces of original line painting with red outlines filled with yellow paint. Has been 
lightly re-finished with black paint, to protect from the rust common to these old iron presses. A modern collar 
was specially machined and fitted to the junction of screw and plate, for strengthening. Wheel has distinctive 
spoke features and lion’s head finial.  Will take books up to 11” x 9”, and 2.5” thick.   $400


Weight 60+ lb.




Individual Stamping Tools (size given is longest dimension)      

32 tools listed; all for $1200	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Below: Wide Panel - 1”  $60





	 	 Set 2 foliage scrolls: ¾” (below)  $180


                
Dragon! 

1” dia. $80      	 Vintage Garland-⅝” $40


 


Small Line tool ½” $40	 	 Laurel Wreath ½”  $40




Set 3 leaves: 3/16-5/16 $60         Circle: ⅛” $20         Leaf: 3/16” $20


  Vintage Vase - ⅝”  $80


Rose: 9/16"  	 Set 3 spot tool    

$30	 	 ⅛” - ¼”	 	    Oblong Plinth: 9/16”  $40 



Square: ½”  $60	 	 	 WidePanel: ⅞”  $80	 	 	 	 Knotwork Line Tool: ½”  $40







Squared Knotwork	 	 Small flower tool: 9/16”  $30	 	 	 Diamond Shape - 11/16”  $60

Line tool: ⅝” $40





Small Corner Tool: ⅜”	  $30	 	 Corner Tool: 9/16”  $50	       Set 2 sprays: 5/16”  $60




Set 2 Flowers: ¾”   $80	 	 	 	 Set 2 spirals: ¼”   $50







Pallets and Gouges


A set of 5 gouges. These curved line tools are invaluable for cover 
decoration in traditional scrolling lines, or for modern interpretations. 
Different widths will give you smaller or wider arcs: widths in the set 
are ⅝”, 13/16”, 1-⅜”, 1-½” and 1-¾”    $120





Example: This binding (not for sale, image is 
from the Internet) shows work done with a 
repeated gouge pattern and line rolls. (binder: 
Samuel Feinstein)





Set of 8 single-line pallets. Used for creating lines of particular length; especially good for repeated designs 
and for decorative lines on the spine. Sizes: 3/16”, ⅜”, ½”, 11/16”, ⅞”, 1-1/16”, 1-⅛”, 1-⅝”   $120 






A set of 8 double pallets - these will make double lines with one stamp. The 
edges are of the lines are cut away at 45 degrees so you can make perfect 90 
degree corners. 


outside edges are: 9/32”, 13/32”, ¾”, 1-⅛”, 1-¼”, 1-½”, 1-⅝”, 1-¾”


$160





Thick line pallet   3” (cut at 45 degrees on ends)   $25





Two hair line (very thin) pallets: 3” and 2”


$40





One thick-and-thin line pallet 3”


$25




Handle Letters


For traditional titling, but more versatile than brass type in a typeholder; handle letters are best for non-linear 
lettering, for monogramming, or for using letters in creative ways. A new set of handle letters is $1,250 on the 
Talas website.




The distinctive, evocative vintage font (above) is in a style popular in the late 1800s. 18 pt. Full set includes all 
capitals, plus AE ligature and ampersand. As is usual in these sets, the numbers use the letter “O” for zero, 
and there is only one tool that makes both the “6” and the “9”  (above)  $300   




Another traditional set of handle letters, also with 
pronounced thick and thin lines. This font is approx. 
22 pt or possibly 24 pt.


Full set includes all capitals, plus AE ligature 

and ampersand. As is usual in these sets, the numbers 
use the letter “O” for zero, and there is only one tool 
that makes both the “6” and the “9”


$300




Typeholders:


These wide (4”) brass holders will allow you to use individual type pieces (brass or printers’ type) for your 
titling. The advantage is that your line is held in a straight line; the disadvantage (unlike handle letters) is that 
you can only stamp in straight lines. The one at lower right has lost its screw cover, though it still works. $100 
for both (new 4” typeholders are listed for $155 each online).




Other Tools:


3 Steel Polishing irons: 


for polishing leather; especially leather book spines. The different widths 
accommodate different distances between spine panels. These have no handles 
(best for even heating without burning a wooden handle) They can slot into the 
extra handles that come with the rolls, or you may prefer to just use them with an 
oven glove.  top one is 1.5”, bottom two are about 2”   $60 for all 3 (cost for new 
polishing irons is $105 each)





Draw knife, 4” wide.   Free.




Rolls: 

These rolls are large tools; solid brass, varying from 3” to 4-¼” across. Great for long lines of indeterminate 
length; heaviness and solidity help accuracy. Some of these rolls are set into heavy traditional wooden 
handles; others are free of their handles (easier for heating the roll without burning the handle) but will readily 
slot back into a handle for use. Empty old handles are included (free) for this purpose.  13 rolls without 
handles, 7 rolls with handles. All rolls are continuous unless specified.  Pricing is based on new rolls (see Talas 
website; you have to buy the handle separately for $123 US). These prices are discounted by 50% or more. 

Beautiful ribbon scroll, 3/16” wide  $180


Elaborate decorative roll, ¼” wide  $220


Thin decorative scrolling line, 3/32” wide, very 
nice for smaller books.   $140


A dotted line roll, 1/16” wide   $100


Leaves and circles pattern, 3/16” wide  $220


Decorative chain roll, approx 1/16” wide  $80 
(extra discount, due to occasional marks in 
pattern)



Very fine decorative line roll, ⅛” very good 
condition $150


Heavy machined brass rolls good for blind 
tooling as well as foil work. Has a stop/start 
section. ⅜” wide   $125


Another heavy roll, also ⅜” wide. (continuous)

 $125


Two rolls - same pattern, different sizes. Parallel 
lines are often stamped along the outside edge 
of a cover. The smaller roll is ⅜” wide, the larger 
one is just over ⅝” wide. The larger roll has a 
textured surface to make a less bold statement 
when foil stamped, than a solid surface would 
create. You can see the texture more clearly 
below.


$180 for both



Triple-line roll, with three thin lines, equally 
spaced.  $80 (new at $277 CDN)


Triple-line roll; two hair lines on the inside, and 
one thin line on the outside. Thinner space than 
last tool.   $80


One thin line and one thick line   $80


One thin line and one thick line  $80


This is the thickest line, at approx 3/32” wide

$60 (new at $205 CDN)


One fine line  $60


One fine line   $60


Medium line    $60


